From Civil War to Civil Rights
...to Human Rights

From Civil War to Civil Rights… to Human Rights will bring to life the history that redefined our country for generations through renowned speakers, first person narratives, special exhibit tours, interactive sessions, short films, and time at the end of the program for students and educators to highlight reading, writing, or speaking work they have done related to human rights, social justice or freedom.

This program will place a strong emphasis on the role of education in the everyday struggle for freedom. Please join us for this unique evening of history, healing and hope. The time to speak and listen to each other is now!

**When:** Wednesday, May 9, 5:30 – 8:30pm
**Where:** National Underground Railroad Freedom Center

The Program Features:
- Chris Miller: Freedom Center first person interpreter as Pvt. Jefferson 100th USCT
- Neeake Fred Shaw: Shawnee storyteller
- Jon Yamashiro: Miami University professor and photographer of Japanese internment camps from WWII
- Chuck Harmon: First African American to play for the Cincinnati Reds
- Margaret Singer: Su Casa Representative

**To RSVP, visit:** http://freedomcenter.org/ucrsvp

Funding for this program was made possible in part by the Ohio Humanities Council with support by the National Endowment for the Humanities. Any views, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in the program do not necessarily reflect those of the National Endowment of the Humanities, or of the Ohio Humanities Council.